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ABSTRACT 
 
Newly emerging heterogeneous computing is now making itself useful in Linux clusters in the form of systems with 
General Purpose Graphics Processing Units (GPGUs) such as nVidia 8800s, 9800s and Teslas. Experience is 
showing these are effective in addressing many issues that have been problematic for some time. Sparse systems of 
linear equations have long been computational bottlenecks in applications ranging from science to optimization. For 
many problems, including Mechanical Computer Aided Engineering (MCAE), iterative methods are unreliable and 
the performance of sparse matrix factorization is preferable. Multi-frontal sparse matrix factorization is often 
favored and, by representing the sparse problem as a tree of dense systems, it maps well to modern memory 
hierarchies. This allows effective use of BLAS-3 dense matrix arithmetic kernels. Graphics Processing Units 
(GPUs) are architected differently than their general-purpose hosts and have an order-of-magnitude more floating 
point processing power. These units were largely single-precision when first released, but contain increasing 
portions of dual precision registers. This paper explores the hypothesis that GPUs can accelerate the speed of a 
multi-frontal linear solver, even when only processing a small number of the largest frontal matrices. The authors 
show that GPUs can more than double the throughput of the sparse matrix factorization, when measured in a 
realisitic "end-to-end" performance test.. This in turn promises to offer a very cost-effective speedup to many 
problems in disciplines such as MCAE. This cost effectiveness appears in computer power per watt, reduced 
hardware footprint, reduced power and cooling costs and sustainable programming investments. Performance data 
are presented, as well as future research needs and goals.   
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